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SOLERO® PATIO PRO
Are you looking for a great quality design parasol for an affordable price? The Solero Patio parasol 

300x300 cm is the best choice around, showing that a sleek design can be very attractive. 

This design parasol has a solid frame with a powder coated pole that has a 50mm diameter. Of 

course you can choose from a wide range of trendy fade-resistant cloth colors.

A WELCOME GUEST

COLOURFAST O’BRAVIA CLOTH

HOIST THE SAILS

The special Solero O’Bravia parasol canvas is made of durable, heavy quality and is 

also colorfast. Blue remains a deep blue and doesn’t fade after two seasons. The 

parasol canvas keeps its tension through the tensioners in the ribs. The Patio is 

delivered with a free protective

cover and can be placed with a pedestal or a ground anchor. 

This square parasol is handled just as easy as our other models. The Patio forms a 

perfect protection from the sun for the hospitality industry. No doubt about it, this 

is a true eye-catcher, especially when combined with the Solero Accento clickon 

lighting.

A classic, this Patio. This shade maker opens and closes 

by means of sturdy cord and two high-quality pulleys, 

as you are used to from a parasol. You can store the 

cord on the designated hook on the mast. Simple as 

that.
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VIDEO

Item number Description Price in € excl. VAT Price in € incl. VAT

834.33.colour Patio Pro 300x300 cm 453,72 549,00

535.28.50 Fillable base Patio black 70-100 kg 81,82 99,00

535.28.62 Fillable base Patio gray 70-100 kg 81,82 99,00

527.51.55 Ground anchor Patio Pro 73,55 89,00

535.55.00 Granite base 55 kg 289,26 350,00

535.30.60 Concrete base 60 kg 205,79 249,00

535.31.60 4x wheels for Concrete base 60 kg 41,32 50,00

535.25.99 Solero Lux LED strips sunshadelight + remote 165,28 199,99

LLighting and heating can be found on pages 68-73

Images of feet and anchors can be found on pages 82-83
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Specifications

Free protectioncover yes

Cantilever sunshade no

Central pole yes

Telescopic system no

Light included no

Fade-resistant cloth yes

Pole in two parts no

Tiltable no

With rotating device 360º no

Side inclanation no

Valance (without add. 

costs)

no

Operating system cord

Weight cloth per m2 300 grams

Integrated rib ends yes

Number of ribs 8

Closes over the table no

Pole diameter 51 mm

SPECIFICATIONS &
PRICES

*While stocks last

DELIVERY FROM STOCK*

TIMELESS FRAME COLORCHOOSE FROM 6 CLOTH COLOURS

3×3 METER

on anchor: -160 mmon anchor: -160 mm
without wheels: -70 mm   without wheels: -70 mm                     


